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Welcome 
Welcome to the 2016 Winter Edition edition of Digital Dollars 
and Sense! First and foremost we wish you all the best for a 
happy, healthy and prosperous 2016. 

In this edition we focus on two items that go hand-in-hand, 
search optimization and content creation. Our SEO 2106 
Strategy article discusses opportunities to maintain and grow the 
equity you have invested in organic search. 

Our Advertising section discusses Google’s AMP changes and 
new granularity now available in analytics reporting. 

Infographs identify how SEO can impact your bottom line and 
tips on how to research and choose keywords. 

Sensible Business discusses online visitor expectations and 
identifies ways to configure your landing pages so everyone gets 
the maximum benefit from each visit. In Tips & Advice, we 
discuss when to engage in keyword optimization when creating 
content. 

You may also notice that we are updating from our flip book 
format and are now sharing DD&S as an ebook. We welcome 
your comments and questions.  

Sincerely,  
Joe Wozny and the Concentric team 
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News | Digital Trends 

Periscope Takes First Step Away from Smartphone!  The Twitter-owned 
live-streaming app announced an integration with GoPro. For the first time, users can 
broadcast to their followers from an action camera. The integration, which currently works 
on iOS, allows the Periscope app to recognize a GoPro. More 

Google Announces New Customer Match Advertising This new Google 
works in a similar way to Facebook's popular "Custom Audiences" product. Custom Match 
allows advertisers to upload a list of email addresses, which can be matched to signed-in users 
on Google. They can then target ad campaigns at that specific audience. More

Social Media Traffic to Most Websites Predicted to Decline? As more 
people go “in-app” with social media use it could appear that social media traffic is on the 
decline. Reasons include Parameters stripped from links, Twitter API changes and many 
networks turning down content shared organically as they move to a pay model. More

About the Cover Image  
The “Searcher" cover image reflects our content theme in this Winter 2016 edition - Everyone 
searches online, for everything! This year, optimizing for Search and digital tactics for online 
visibility are important musts for every business. Read this edition for insights on how to update 
these digital marketing activities for a great start to the New Year.

http://www.theverge.com/2016/1/26/10830280/periscope-twitter-integration
http://www.businessinsider.in/Google-is-copying-two-features-advertisers-love-about-Facebook/articleshow/49136909.cms
http://www.theverge.com/2016/1/26/10830280/periscope-twitter-integration
http://www.businessinsider.in/Google-is-copying-two-features-advertisers-love-about-Facebook/articleshow/49136909.cms
http://www.socialmediatoday.com/marketing/6-bold-predictions-digital-marketing-2016?utm_medium=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_content=email&utm_campaign=6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016&utm_term=6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016&cm_mmc=Act-On%20Software-_-email-_-6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016-_-6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016
http://www.concentricis.com
http://www.socialmediatoday.com/marketing/6-bold-predictions-digital-marketing-2016?utm_medium=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_content=email&utm_campaign=6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016&utm_term=6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016&cm_mmc=Act-On%20Software-_-email-_-6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016-_-6%20Bold%20Predictions%20for%20Digital%20Marketing%20in%202016
http://www.concentricis.com
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SEO in 2016 - Evolve or Be Left Behind 
Written by Joe Wozny 

The future of SEO continues to be very relevant to any organization who wishes to be 
found in Search by their target audience. In 2016 these trends will be important to 
maintain and grow your organic search engine positioning. 

Attention Grabbing Features Compete with your Organic Listings. Click-through 
rate (CTR) will continue to be correlated with search return positions. However, there are 
new attention grabbing opportunities to be found at the top of search engine return pages 
(SERPs). This includes Paid Ads, Carousel results, Knowledge Graphs and Rich Snippets 
… and the way searchers interact with a SERP, given theses opportunities, varies from 

query to query. Action: Review your SEO strategy and add attention grabbing opportunities on key SERPs. 

Rich Answers are on the Rise. I’m sure you have noticed ‘rich answers’ appearing at the top of your search 
returns, particularly around topics that are public domain data (like Prime Ministers of Canada or Song Lyrics). 
If your SEO strategy was built on public domain data, it’s now time to update it. Google has focused their 
returns on Rich Answers product and is now returning 35% of all answers to these types of queries on SERPs (a 
38% increase in the last 6 months). Action: If you have high-quality, proprietary content that can help Google 
answer searcher’s common questions, then Rich Answers is an opportunity for you. 

Page Speed is Very Important. Page speed is considered a ranking factor. If all other things are equal, page 
speed will outrank a competing site. For example, Google has allocated a specific time for crawling your site 
and Google’s bot will only stay on your website for that specific period of time. But more important is your 
visitors perception. Research indicates that 40% of visitors will abandon a site if it takes longer than 3 seconds 
to load and 50% of visitors expect a site to load in 2 seconds. Also, one second in loading speed is shown to 
decrease conversions by 7%. (ex: Form completions, eCommerce, etc.) Action: Less pages may get indexed by 
Google if your pages are slow to load. Test your pages for loading speed and adjust slow loading pages. Google 
Search Console is a good place to start to check page load times. 

“Dark Traffic” Affects Organic Reporting. According to Define Media Group, (November 2015) when 
Google Analytics is unable to identify where your site visits are coming from, the visits are now recorded as 
direct traffic. These “less precise” reports do not allow you to fully understand how organic, social and mobile 
traffic is growing and reported in relation to your marketing efforts. Is this happening in your reporting 
environment? Action: Begin reporting on Dark Traffic as part of your marketing measurements. Create a direct 
traffic report in Google Analytics and filter out the traffic to pages that are naturally visited “directly”, such as 
your homepage, front pages and important content sections.. Also, if you identify this as an issue and have the 
budget consider other tools to assist with your marketing reporting/analysis. 

Keywords have become Thematic. Google’s Hummingbird update shifts the keyword research focus from 
researching separate keywords to researching keyword groups. Now that Google is able to recognize the 
meaning behind a search query, it gives a common answer to a number of "different-in-keywords" and "same-
in-meaning" queries. This means your pages can be relevant not only to the core term, but for a whole group of 
its synonyms and related terms. Action: Consider a shift in focus to groups of related terms instead of individual 
keywords. 

User Behaviour may soon be a Ranking Factor. Search engines deny this exists but many experiments prove 
the opposite. Action: It’s important to a) revise your page titles and descriptions for accuracy b) examine the 
way users engage with your content (do they go back and select another page? do they stay on your page, 
proceed to other pages, or bounce in a second or two?) c) review the social signals/metrics as experiments show 
that pages with a lot of activity and fewer links outperform those with more links and fewer shares. 

Bottom Line: To maintain your digital dollar investment and stay on top of search trends and ranking, include 
these new SEO activities as part of your digital marketing strategy in 2016. 
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CBC’s Programatic Advertising Push 
CBC is the first major publisher in Canada to make 
100% of its desktop display ad inventory available 
for programmatic buying, a move the company says 
will enable advertisers to apply rich data targeting 
across its entire online audience.72, 146, 205 
CBC’s spokesperson says that thanks to the 
technology supplied by CBC partner Index 
Exchange, programmatic buyers will be able to 
apply their audience data to every impression on 
CBC’s sites, so that they have a higher chance of 
finding high-value users. More 

Google Accelerated Pages (AMP) 
Impact on Your Advertising 
Google announced the Accelerated Mobile Page 
Project, or AMP, a new open-source initiative aimed 
at helping pages load faster on mobile devices. For 
internet users, the bonus of loading pages more 
quickly on their devices is a no-brainer. But what do 
Advertisers need to know about it? 
The AMP Project works by stripping out elements of 
a Web page that tend to slow it down such as Java 
Script. JavaScript powers ad serving and analytics, 
and these may be affected if you’re not using the 
right ad networks and analytics packages. If you’re 
using anything other than the following ad networks 
and analytics packages, check with your provider 
before joining the AMP Project: 
• Advertising Networks: Twitter, A9, AdReactor, 

AdSense, AdTech, DoubleClick 
• Analytics: Google Analytics, Adobe Analytics, 

Chartbeat and parse.ly 
Subscriptions and paywalls are also frequently 
supported by JavaScript, and AMP could interfere 

with them. Google promises to work with publishers 
to “build the best solutions for readers and 
publishers,” so that subscriptions and paywalls are 
supported with this program, in spite of the conflict 
with technology. More 

Social Shopping 
Facebook Inc. is pushing harder to become a hot spot 
for shopping, going well beyond the “Buy” button 
Facebook started testing last year. The social 
network is adding a shopping section to its mobile 
application.  
Other social-media sites are also trying to make 
shopping easier. Pinterest Inc. this year introduced a 
way for people to buy certain products directly from 
its site. Twitter Inc. allows people to buy items from 
some tweets, and in September announced a 
partnership with Stripe Inc., an online payments 
processor, to simplify mobile e-commerce. More   

AdWords Conversion Reporting 
Updates for Better Tracking  
Google Analytics continues to evolve into a platform 
that better meets the needs of more advanced 
Marketers. The recent announcement and changes to 
the analytics tracking reporting structure help 
advertisers better track and segment their campaign 
data. The two changes of particular note include: 
• A new "Conversions" column is replacing the 

"Conversions for Optimization" column. The 
new column shows data for only macro 
conversions. For a conversion action to show up 
in this column, its optimization setting must be 
turned "on." 

• An "All Conversions" column is replacing the 
"Estimated Total Conversions" column. The new 
column shows data for both macro and micro 
conversions. All conversion actions are reported 
in this column—even if their optimization setting 
is turned "off." 

Keep in mind that a micro conversion is an action 
you'd like to track that does not have a direct link to 
a product purchase. Tracking micro conversion 
actions will help you understand what tactics are 
bringing in quality traffic and nurture your best 
visitors to become revenue sources. More 
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http://www.marketingmag.ca/advantage/cbc-pushes-all-desktop-display-into-programmatic-158524?utm_source=EmailMarketing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Marketing_AD-Vantage
http://parse.ly
http://marketingland.com/cmos-need-know-googles-amp-project-147288
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http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-12/facebook-tests-shopping-section-catalog-in-mobile-application
http://www.marketingprofs.com/chirp/2015/28687/how-the-adwords-conversion-reporting-updates-enable-better-tracking-of-macro-and-micro-conversions?adref=nlt102215
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Sensible Business 
What Visitors Expect to Experience 
When Visiting Your Business Online

2016 will be yet another year 
for “continual improvement” 
w i t h m a n y w e b s i t e s . 
According to industry surveys, 
there’s four areas to focus on; 
five if you have not yet created 
a mobile site.  

Limelight Networks conducted 
a survey in 2015 of 1,302 Internet users in the United 
States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Singapore. 
Key questions asked included what elements of a 
website matter to most people and what makes them 
decide to continue using a site? 

Consumers say website performance (fast page-load 
times, no buffering of videos, etc.) is the the key to a 
successful digital experience, with 50% of 
respondents rating it as most important. 

The next most important element is fresh and 
updated content (43% of respondents rank it as the 
top factor) that easy to understand and that can 
convert your visitors to customers.  

A consistent mobile to desktop experience (23%) has 
become important to consumers: Respondents say 
they are not willing to wait longer for a Web page to 
load on a phone/tablet than on a desktop. 

Personalized content weighed in as a factor with 
15% of customers wanting a website to remember 
them and provide recommendations. 

Fresh Content and Visitor Conversion 

Converting visitors into customers can be a lot more 
challenging than it sounds. In some cases radically 
rethinking your content on landing pages can drive 
results. What makes a landing page successfully 
convert? Incorporate these elements, shared in a 
WordStream, 2016 study: 

1. Create a one-click sign-up process that is  
irresistibly clickable. 

2. Landing pages need to use less copy and more 
images to convey a message. Visually convert the 
premise behind your service. 

3. Repeating yourself can be a great way to 
reinforce a key selling point or feature. 

4. Give your visitors something for free. It’s a 
powerful motivator and can remove limitations 
from adopting your product. 

5. Help prospects feel more secure in doing 
business with you, and effectively eliminate 
specific objections or your visitors reservations. 

6. Facts and figures can be an excellent way to grab 
attention, so include interesting statistics. 

7. Where you can, include video. It can serve as a 
clickable call to action that highlights benefits. 

8. Ask and answer a common question you know 
your visitors are likely to ask themselves. 

9. Use directional clues of what to do next. 

10. Experiment with images of real people who 
represent your brand. 

11. Colour is the most effective way to convey a 
message. Refer to colour emotion charts to 
ensure you have the right colours on your pages. 

12. White space is important. Do not cram as much 
information as possible on to a page. 

13. Include trust signals such as brand logos, 
partnership badges, reviews, testimonials, 
security emblems and guarantees.  

Bottom Line:  Ensure your responsive environment 
is fast loading. Develop great landing page content 
that looks good … even if this means developing less 
content over the year.  
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Infographic of Interest - In Case You Wondering … About SEO
Wondering why you should pay attention to SEO?  Here’s a short infographic to assist with 
understanding how it can help your organization. 

http://www.concentricis.com
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Infographics of Interest - Choosing the Right SEO Keywords
Consider theses 10 essentials of successful keyword selection when planning your SEO activities.  

http://www.concentricis.com
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Digital Doll$r Insights, Tips and Advice 
Each Digital Dollar | Sustainable Strategies for Online Success chapter ending shares Insights, Tips and Advice 
related to specialized subject matter, helpful for defining and refining your ongoing activities. Ensure your 
digitalroadmap® process is current with these online strategy updates. More 

Q: What do I consider, in terms of keywords and SEO, when creating content for a web page?

First, let’s start with an explanation of the meaning of ‘content on a web page’. In the The 
Digital Dollar book, content is described in the King of the Road - Content chapter as “textual, 
visual or aural information that is encountered as part of the user experience on pages found on 
a website, in a directory listing or social media channel. It may include, among other things, 
text, images, sounds, videos and animations”. In other words - the use of a mix of media to 
convey your message online. 

The first and most important item in content creation is to ensure that your content clearly describes the 
attributes of the information you are trying to communicate to your target audience. In our experience, 
surprisingly, the best first draft of content is done without consulting keyword trending and optimization tools. 
Take some time with your word processor to create your first draft in a text format. During this stage it’s helpful 
to review how your competitors communicate similar messages help to build on ideas of how you can clearly 
create your messaging.  

During your second draft, consult keyword optimization and trending tools. Use the tools to begin to optimize 
your content for organic search and to understand what the core search terms are for your content. Items to 
review include: 

• Is the navigation title of your page descriptive? Could you enhance it by including a popular search term 
(keyword or keyword phrase)? For example, if your page is about boat engines, then the navigation title could 
be “boat engines”. 

• Can the title and subtitles include popular search terms and still maintain their context? Do they clearly 
describe your content? 

• Is the page text relevant to your core search term? Can you enhance your content, and hence your organic 
search positioning, by including synonyms for your core term, long tail keywords and related keyword terms, 
while still maintaining context for your content and providing visitor value? 

• What should be the names of images, videos, animations that complement your content. What will be the 
short descriptive text for each media file that you use in your image description tag? 

• What short descriptive text and image will be used within your social sharing tools (if available) to convey the 
message you want to be shared? 

There are many SEO tools to consider using when reviewing keyword trends, popular search terms and 
competitor activity. They include Google Trends, SEM Rush, Green Lotus, Popular Keywords in existing Ad 
Campaigns and results from your Google Search Console. Click on this link to a TargetInternet review of 12 of 
the most popular and talked about SEO tools on the market. 

With your second draft complete, it’s time to confirm how you will present this information on your webpage. If 
you plan to have your content on a primary landing page (in other words lots of visits) then spend time 
understanding what comprises a good landing page. The Sensible Business article on page 4 provides helpful 
tips on Landing Page trends. 
Bottom Line: Understand your target market. Create the messaging you want to communicate. Enhance your 
communications with core search and related search terms. Ensure your content is structured to support the 
underlying architecture of the web.  
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The Digital Dictionary - “a glossary for navigating 
planet Internet” - is found in the back of The Digital 
Doll$r book and online. You can visit the Digital 
Dictionary, anytime, by clicking here. 

Dark Traffic - The name applies to visits to your 
website where the source of reported referral data is 
lost. Referral data can be lost when visits to your 
website come from from IM, messaging and email 
applications, and secure sites that do not share or 
collect information from their visitors. Dark Traffic 
can Affect analytics reporting. In some cases 
analytics tools may report visits from Dark Traffic as 
direct traffic if they are be unable to identify referral 
data. 

Knowledge Graphs - The Knowledge Graph is a 
knowledge base used by Google to enhance search 
engine's search results with semantic-search 
information gathered from a wide variety of sources. 
It stores data points and facts about your company. 
It’s also programmed to recognize relationships 
between those data points and facts. In search 

returns, information from the Knowledge Graph 
shows up on search Sidebar Panels, which may have 
big branding implications … and opportunities for 
your company. 

Rich Data Targeting - A term used to describe data 
driven decision making. This includes finding new 
sources of data, new ways to analyze data and new 
ways to apply the analysis for the purpose of 
generating revenues. 

Rich Snippets - Include structured data markup in 
web content that helps Google algorithms better 
index and understand the content of a web page and 
determine what information is placed in search 
results. 

SERP - A search engine results page (SERP) is the 
listing of results returned by a search engine in 
response to a keyword query. 

Can’t find a term? Have one we should include? 
Please send them to us!  

About Concentric 
Concentric is a digital marketing and advertising company. Digital strategy is at the heart of every engagement. 
We developed the trademarked digitalroadmap® process to ensure the digital product you implement aligns 
with your business goal. We focus on the details that get you to the finish line. 

We give great value add and go beyond just “completing the work”. We believe in sharing our knowledge, 
empowering you, and that the work we do for you is a reflection of our brand. 

Our long term relationships are extremely important to us. We have a huge customer service focus. We are easy 
to work with. We have clear processes. We communicate well. We deliver on time and on schedule.  

We are “geek deep” in technology, technology platforms, digital & modern marketing, merchandising, lead 
generation and and advertising platforms. 

We love what we do. We practise what we preach. We have staying power. Twenty five years in business and 
counting. 

About DIGITAL DOLL$RS and Sense 
DIGITAL DOLL$RS and Sense eMagazine is dedicated to sharing digital innovations and advancements. 

Contact Information
CONCENTRIC  
   t: 604.925.1798  
  w: www.concentricis.com  
  e:  info@concentricis.com  
  s:  @joewozny (Twitter)  
  w: www.joewozny.com 

Digital Doll$rs and Sense was produced 100% digitally. No 
trees were cut down or harmed in the process! 
digitalroadmap® 
Copyright © Concentric.  

Please share with care. And thank you for forwarding!  
Please subscribe here to receive Digital Doll$rs and Sense.
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